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Message
from EGM
We are seeing unprecedented changes
to our electricity system. Customers
are changing the way they use energy
and are embracing new technologies.
South East Queensland has one of the highest
penetrations of solar PV in the world, making it
a foremost market for battery energy storage
systems. As the price of batteries drop, it is
expected that growing numbers of customers
will choose to use these distributed energy
resources (DER). Electricity distributors such
as Energex will play a key role in supporting
this customer choice by enabling the
connection and integration of these resources
to the network.
To understand the opportunities and
challenges, Energy Queensland’s distribution
businesses, Energex and Ergon Energy are
undertaking residential battery trials. The
Market Based Battery Trial and Residential
Battery Pilot have resulted in 18 residential
battery energy storage systems (BESS) being
installed across South East Queensland. Since
starting in late 2016 we have already gained
invaluable information on how customers use
BESS and how their energy load profles have
changed.
The preliminary fndings show the potential for
coordinated standardised demand response
of BESS to enable more DER to connect to
the network. Supporting the integration of
DER and unlocking their value to all market
players is critical for the transformation of our
networks.
We are sharing the preliminary fndings
to stimulate discussion and to seek your
feedback. I encourage you to respond, so
we can learn the most from these trials and
continue to work in partnership with the
industry so we can be in the best position and
ultimately provide beneft to all our customers.

2

Peter Price

EGM Asset Safety & Performance
Energy Queensland Limited

1 Help shape the research
The purpose of the report

What’s in this report?

The purpose of this report is to provide
preliminary results from Energex’s residential
battery trials, stimulate discussion and seek
feedback on areas for further investigation.
These trials are part of a broader suite of trials,
where Energex is investigating what we need
to do to drive outcomes that will create value
to all from the installation of battery energy
storage systems (BESS) on the network.

Sections 1 to 5 provide context and an
overview of Energex’s residential BESS trials,
including the Market Based Battery Trial and
Residential BESS Pilot.

To assist you in responding to this report,
we have included questions to prompt your
thinking. These are based on the key questions
the trials are aiming to answer. These include:
•

How customers use BESS and how these
new customer load profles will impact the
network?

•

Can the coordination of standardised
demand response from BESS enable
more customers to connect solar PV and
batteries to the network?

•

Should an incentive be offered to customers
who install BESS for the services it
provides? And if so, what network benefts
should this incentive be based on?

Key stakeholders
The intended audience for the report is
BESS manufacturers, other distributors and
government and peak industry bodies.

Sections 6 to 8 provide the preliminary results.
These are structured around three themes,
which align with the key questions the trials are
investigating.
Theme 1 – exploring how customers use
BESS (section 6)
Theme 2 – exploring customer BESS
incentive options (section 7)
Theme 3 –exploring coordinated and
standardised demand response of BESS
(section 8)

Feedback is due by Friday
22 December 2017.
Please respond to the questions asked at
the end of sections 6 to 8. Where possible,
please identify the question number you
are responding to. We also want to know if
there are issues not captured in the report
and areas that need to be explored further.
Your feedback will help shape the trials. Send
feedback to batterytrials@energex.com.au

Acknowledgements
Energex gratefully acknowledges the role of the BESS suppliers, installers and participants in these battery trials.
This innovative project has been funded through the Demand Management Innovation Allowance (DMIA).
The DMIA funding has facilitated the sharing of trial learnings and insights to the broader energy industry.
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2 Introduction
South East Queensland has one of the highest penetrations of solar PV in the world.
Over the coming years, it is expected customers will install solar PV and battery energy
storage systems (BESS). To support customers in this choice, Energy Queensland’s
distribution businesses, Energex and Ergon Energy, are undertaking a number of
trials (refer Figure 1). Two of these trials, the Market Based Battery Trial (MBBT) and
Residential Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) Pilot, are the subject of this report.

Supporting customer choice

Connecting more distributed resources to the grid
Figure 1
Energex trials and projects

Market Based Battery Trial
•

15 residential BESS in customers’ homes

•

Demand response capable BESS compatible with existing demand management
programs & systems.

Residential Battery Energy Storage System Pilot
•

3 residential BESS and 1 PV system at Energex training site Rocklea

•

Exploring new, innovative ways of communication between Energex’s Load Control
System (LCS) and third party BESS applications

•

Learning environment for feld staff and external stakeholders.

Large Commercial Battery Storage & Solar PV Trial
•

A large scale BESS (250kW, 500kWh) and 150kW solar array at Eagle Farm Distribution Centre

•

Develop and research demand response capability using AS4755.3.5 for large scale
battery energy storage systems

•

Learning and training environment of commercial battery energy storage systems for
employees.

Smart Energy Education House
•

Interactive educational display providing community education around safety, standards
and demand management.

Facilitating the connection of solar PV on the network
4

•

A series of projects underway to explore alternate technologies for voltage regulation
of the South East Queensland electricity network and how they can facilitate increased
solar PV connections to the network.

The MBBT is unique to battery trials in
Australia.
The MBBT is focussing on the coordination
of demand response capable BESS that are
compliant with AS/NZS 4755.3.5 “Interaction
of demand response enabling devices and
electrical products – Operational instructions
and connections for grid connected electrical
storage systems (ESS)”. The trial will
investigate the value to the network from
coordinated and standardised BESS demand
response, particularly during peak demand and
peak export periods. This value can then be
passed onto customers by way of an incentive.
The Residential BESS Pilot is exploring new,
innovative ways of communication between
Energex’s Load Control System (LCS) and
third party BESS applications. The LCS
currently enables Energex to aggregate
demand response from connected customer
appliances, at a zone substation level, for the
beneft of the network. A better understanding
of how to communicate with third party BESS
applications will provide insights into how
demand response from BESS can complement
Energex’s existing demand management
program.

The Pilot is investigating
communication between Energex’s
Load Control System (LCS) and third
party BESS applications.
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3 The challenge
The future of energy usage in Queensland is about choice; providing customers with a
choice in how they consume their electricity and how much they rely on the network.
Queensland household consumption habits have changed signifcantly with the emergence of
solar PV and BESS technology and we must change with them. South East Queensland has one
of the highest penetrations of solar PV in the world. The graph below shows the growth of solar
PV across Queensland (refer Figure 2).
Figure 2
Number of solar PV systems installed on Queensland network by tariff type
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It is expected there will be signifcant uptake of BESS across Queensland in the coming years.
Over 800 BESS have already connected to the Energex and Ergon Energy’s network (refer
Figure 3). These numbers may grow rapidly as BESS prices fall.
Figure 3
BESS connections across Queensland distribution network
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Lithium-ion battery pack prices will drop another 75% by 2030.
As shown in Figure 4, the price of batteries has been steadily declining. It is important to note
though that the battery is typically around one-third to half of the total installed BESS price, and the
remaining costs (e.g. installation, inverter, battery management systems) may not decline as rapidly.
Figure 4
Lithium-ion battery price projects (Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2017)
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The falling price of solar PV and BESS is expected to drive the connection of more distributed
energy resources (DER) on the network. The network of the future will be a mix of government
owned and customer assets (such as PV, BESS and electric vehicles).

Acting as the backbone, the network will connect DER and enable the distribution
and use of renewable energy by Queensland homes and businesses. This presents
an exciting opportunity for responsive operation of the network to ensure all
assets are used effciently.
Energex has extensive and successful experience in coordinating and aggregating demand
response from customer appliances for the beneft of the network, such as controlled load hot
water systems and pool pumps and PeakSmart air-conditioners. Orchestrating demand response
enables Energex to reshape the local load profle on the network in a way that has minimal
impact on the customer and solves network constraints. Successful demand management
improves grid utilisation at the lowest cost to customers and the network. It also offers the
opportunity to increase the amount of DER on the network. For example, experience in Europe
has found that dynamic control of solar PV export on a few days a year (around 5% of time),
provides the opportunity to double the solar PV hosting capacity of the distribution network1.

Standardised demand response enables coordinated dynamic control, where load
can be managed in rapid response to local network constraints.

1. The pathway to integrate 100% RES into Distribution Networks, EWE NETZ GmbH, Marcu Merkel, Eurelectric Conference, Brussels, 28/11/2013
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4 Load control now and in the future
4.1 Load control now
Energex’s demand management program
is the largest in Australia with over 770,000
participating appliances (hot water systems,
pool pumps and air conditioners). This
program is delivered via Energex’s Distribution
Management System (DMS) and Load
Control System (LCS). The DMS is the ‘brain’
of Energex’s control centre and collects and
displays near real-time information on the state
of the High Voltage network. The LCS enables
Energex to aggregate demand response from
connected loads, at zone substation level,
for the beneft of the network and is a key
element of Energex’s strategy for improving
network utilisation. The LCS is compatible
with Energex’s PowerOn Fusion DMS and
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system.

Using the LCS a load control schedule (pre-set or
manually controlled) is sent to all controllers in the zone
substations. The schedule specifes the demand response
required (e.g. on/off for pool pumps and hot water
systems or reduced consumption for air-conditioners)
and duration. Audio Frequency Load Control (AFLC)
units located in each zone substation then inject coded
AFLC signals over the powerlines to all downstream
connected premises. The AFLC signal is received by
all downstream controlled appliances (e.g. hot water
systems on a load control relay, air-conditioners with
a PeakSmart signal receiver installed) which then
respond. While this communication is one way, the DMS
does receive ’run status’ information to confrm that
AFLC signals have been sent and changes in network
demand can be seen via SCADA. This information can be
acted upon by the operator if required. Monitoring and
verifcation programs are currently being rolled out to
quantify and optimise demand response from controlled
appliances (see Figure 5 below).

Figure 5

Distribution

Overview of existing load control

Zone Sub

Central Control

Customer
AFLC
Signal

Solar PV

Air-con
EV

Pillar Box
Switchboard

Inverter

AFLC
Signal

Pool Pump
Battery

Hot Water

Direct load control relay – tariff driven
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•

Pool pump controllers (25,000)

•

Hot water systems (770,000)

AS/NZS 4755 DRED – industry driven
•

Air conditioners (PeakSmart) (80,000)

•

BESS (trials)

•

Fast response

•

Reliable communication protocol

•

Operates on our own infrastructure

•

Mature system – been around since 1950’s

•

Set and forget – customers don’t have to
do anything

•

No visible effects on customers

4.2 Load control in the future
A number of applications have been released to the
market that enable aggregation of demand response and
other services from DER via cloud based management
platforms. To ensure multiple players can participate
in delivering load control in the future, a range of
capabilities needs to be developed including:
•

standardised demand response to enable multiple
appliances and manufacturers to participate

•

means of coordination to enable demand response to
be delivered to the right area of the network, at the
right time

•

means of aggregating demand response; and

•

means of forecasting the demand response available.
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5 The trials
5.1 Market Based Battery Trial
The Market Based Battery Trial (MBBT)
will monitor the around-the-clock
consumption habits of 15 customers
with battery energy storage systems
(BESS) installed.
The MBBT commenced in September 2016
and will run for three years. The trial is
being delivered in cooperation with BESS
manufacturers who are selling BESS to
customers in South East Queensland. Fifteen
(15) BESS (6 different brands) were installed
at customers’ homes across South East
Queensland (refer Figure 6).

5.1.1 Trial objectives
The trial objectives are to:
•

understand how customers use batteries
and how these new customers load profles
will impact the network

•

investigate coordination of standardised
demand response from batteries to enable
more customers to connect solar PV and
batteries to the network; and

•

explore customer incentive options that
provide new value to the industry and
ultimately our customers.

5.1.2 Trial design

Figure 6

Fifteen participating customers were selected
with different consumption levels ranging from
low to high consumption. All customers were
located in the Energex distribution network
area, were on a fat network tariff and had an
existing solar PV system. Refer to Appendix A
for a description of the customers participating
in the trial.

Location of BESS in the trial

Buderim

• Redback
Samsung/Reposit

•

0
0
0

•

Elimbah 0

Solapowa Powasave
BG
BYD

Narangba 0

Scarborough
Mango Hill
Bray Park 0
Lawnton
Albany Creek
Wavell Heights
Nundah
Mitchelton 0

-I

Chapel Hill 0
One Mile 0

Arundel
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5.1.3 BESS installed
Six brands of BESS were included in the
trial. The systems comprised of lithium-ion
battery, inverter and communication system
connected with a Demand Response Enabled
Device (DRED). Each BESS was connected

to the existing solar PV system in either a DC or AC
coupled confguration. For the DC coupled BESS, the
existing solar PV inverter was removed and replaced
with the BESS inverter. Refer to Table 1 for details of
the six systems.

Table 1
The 15 BESS installed for the Market Based Battery Trial

Solarpowa
PowaSave

BG

Battery

LG Chem

LG Chem

Battery
size

9.6kWh to
12.8kWh

Inverter
Inverter
size

Samsung
ESS AIO

BYD Mini ES

Redback

Panasonic

Samsung

BYD

Pylontech

Panasonic

12.8kWh

7.2kWh to
10.8kWh

6kWh

9.6kWh

5.3kWh

Sungrow

Goodwe

Samsung

BYD

Redback

Panasonic

5kW

5kW

5kW

3kW

4.6kW

2kW

SwitchDin

Ausbox

Reposit

BYD

Redback

Panasonic

AC/DC
coupled

DC

AC

DC

AC

DC

AC

Number
installed

3

2

3

3

3

1

Supplier

Modern

Lumiere

Zeco

BYD

Zen Energy

Panasonic

(All in one system)

BESS
System

Demand
Response
controller

Note: All batteries were set to 80% depth of discharge.
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5.1.4 Network monitoring device
A network monitoring device (EDMI Mk10 electronic meter) was installed as part of the BESS
installation. Data from the device is remotely read into Energex databases (Headend and PI
Historian). Data is captured in one minute intervals for energy export/import (kWh and kVARh).
Power quality parameters are captured in ten minute intervals. These include:
•

Voltage Average (Volts)

•

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) Average

•

Current Average (Amps)

•

•

V-A angle Average (Degrees)

Max VA (in addition to the listed elements also the
Max VA for all elements added together is recorded)

The meter was set up differently for AC and DC coupled sites (as set out in Table 2 below).
Refer to Appendix B for single line diagrams showing metering confguration for each of the
BESS confgurations.

Table 2
Metering confguration for AC and DC coupled BESS
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Confguration

Element 1

Element 2

Element 3

AC coupled BESS

Energy export/import
to grid

Solar generation

Energy export/import
from/to BESS

DC coupled BESS

Energy export/import
to grid

Energy import
– Load Control Circuit

Energy export/import
from/to BESS

5.1.5 Customer survey

5.1.6 Demand response

As part of the trial, customers completed a
survey pre and post installation. These surveys
collected information on appliances in the
home and attitudes on energy use. Customers
will also be required to complete a survey at
the end of each year of the trial. The survey
data has been paired with the monitoring
data to broaden understanding of customer
perceptions and attitudes.

The AS/NZS 4755 framework is the frst
standard in the world that covers demand
response of multiple appliances, including
hot water systems, air-conditioners, pool
pumps, electric vehicles and energy storage
systems. AS/NZS 4755.3.5 “Interaction of
demand response enabling devices and
electrical products – Operational instructions
and connections for grid connected electrical
storage systems (ESS)” sets out a simple set
of demand response modes for BESS and
how these modes can be initiated through a
standard demand response interface.

To be eligible to participate in the
trial, all BESS had to comply with
AS/NZS 4755.3.5 (as self-assessed
by manufacturer).

Note: DRED shown is a prototype and not refective
of future size. Current PeakSmart air-conditioner
DRED is the size of a tube of toothpaste.

Figure 7
BESS installation with Demand Response Enabling Device (DRED) (below)
DRED with cover off (above)

During installation of the BESS, a prototype
Demand Response Enabled Device (DRED)
supplied by Energex, was connected to the
BESS (see Figure 7). The DRED is capable of
receiving signals from a remote agent (in this
case Energex) and translating these signals
into Operating Instructions (OIs). These OIs
are relayed to the BESS Demand Response
Controller (DRC) to enable the manufacturers/
suppliers pre-programmed Demand Response
Mode (DRM).

DRED

Nine modes (DRMs) are defned in AS/NZS
4755.3.5 as shown in Table 3. As part of the
trial, each BESS was tested for 15 priority DRMs
(9 single modes and 6 combination modes).

Table 3
Demand Response Modes (Source: AS/NZS 4755.3.5)

Demand response
Disconnect

EXPORT

IMPORT

Remove load

Mode

Description
(Energy through the grid interactive port)

Mandatory for compliance
with AS/NZS 4755.3.5

DRM 0

Open the disconnection device

Yes (and also AS/NZS 4777.2)

DRM 1

Do not import energy

Yes for ESS capable of importing energy

DRM 2

When importing energy limit
the rate to 50%

No

Limit/reduce
load

DRM 3

When importing energy limit
the rate to 75%

No

Request load

DRM 4

Increase import of energy

No

Stop support

DRM 5

Do not export energy

Yes for ESS capable of importing energy

DRM 6

No

Limit/reduce
support

When exporting energy limit
the rate to 50%

DRM 7

When exporting energy limit
the rate to 75%

No

Request support

DRM 8

Increase export of energy

No
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5.2 Residential BESS Pilot
The Residential BESS Pilot commenced in late 2016. Three
different systems were installed at the Energex Rocklea
Esi Train site. The Pilot is being run in collaboration
with the manufacturers and suppliers of the BESS. A
number of controllers (such as Reposit, Redback and
Sunverge) have been released to the market that enables
aggregation and coordination of solar PV and BESS via
a cloud based management platform. Understanding
how these can integrate with the existing Energex DMS
and LCS is central to supporting customer choice and
connecting more DER to the grid. Two of the systems
were controlled via an Application Programming Interface
(API) to their management platforms and one system was
AS/NZS 4755.3.5 compliant with a prototype DRED.

The Pilot is investigating communication
between Energex’s Load Control System (LCS)
and third party BESS applications.
5.2.1 Trial objectives
Key objectives of the Residential BESS Pilot include:

14

•

demonstrating the ability to issue load control
messages to BESS using AFLC (business as usual)

•

demonstrating the ability to issue load control
messages to BESS using third party software

•

demonstrating the ability to generate BESS load
control messages via DMS schedule

•

demonstrating the ability to generate BESS load
control messages via DMS operator; and

•

understanding the issues and risks related to BESS
load control.

5.2.2 Trial design
The three residential BESS and solar PV
systems were installed at the Energex Esi
Train site located at Rocklea. This location
was chosen as it provides a key training
and learning environment for feld staff and
external stakeholders.
Three brands of BESS are included in the trial.
All BESS installed were lithium-ion. Refer to
Table 4 for details of the systems. Each system
was coupled with a solar PV array. Refer to
Appendix C for the confguration of each of
the systems installed.
Figure 8
BESS installations at Rocklea

Table 4
The 3 BESS installed for the Residential BESS Pilot

Redback

Tesla Powerwall

Sunverge

Battery

Pylontech

Tesla

Kokam

Battery
size

4.8kWh

6.4kWh

11.65kWh

Inverter

Redback

Solar Edge

Schneider

Inverter
size

4.6kW

6kW

6kW

Redback

Reposit

Sunverge controller

AC/DC
coupled

DC

DC

DC

Number
installed

1

1

1

Supplier

Redback Technologies

Solar Edge,
Tesla & Reposit

Sunverge Energy Australia

Yes

No

No

BESS
System

Demand
response
controller

AS/NZS
4755.3.5
compliant
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6 How will customers use BESS?
6.1 Overview
In this section we will explore the uptake of
BESS by customers, how customers use BESS
and how customers’ load profles change as a
result of installing BESS.

6.2 Key reasons for
getting a BESS
Trial participants were surveyed prior to BESS
installation and were asked, if they weren’t
participating in the trial, what their main
motivation would be for purchasing a BESS. The
main reasons given by the participants related
to fnancial savings (refer Figure 9). This is
consistent with the fndings from other studies.
Figure 9
Reasons for getting a BESS
Reported motivation for getting a BESS

8

2

1

16

0

Look after the environment

3

To make the most of my solar PV/FiT

4

Try new technology

5

A good investment opportunity

6

To reduce the size of my bill

7

6.3 BESS costs impact on uptake and payback
The upfront capital costs of the BESS in
the trial varied between $1300/kWh to
$2300/kWh. This cost includes installation,
inverter, battery management system,
additional controllers (in some cases) and
any rectifcations required to existing solar
PV for compliance with current Australian
Standards. It should be noted that at the time
of installation, AS5139 was not yet fnalised.

Once the BESS were operating, all
households experienced reductions in
their electricity bills as a result.
In calculating savings from installing a BESS,
it is important to consider the useable battery
capacity, which is less than the total BESS
capacity. All BESS participating in the trial
were set at 80% Depth of Discharge (DoD).
The useable capacity of the BESS is therefore
80% of its total capacity. It is also important
to consider the ‘round-trip’ effciency of the
BESS. This is the ratio of energy used to
charge the BESS versus the energy discharged
from the BESS. Typically this is around 8090%. During the trial, this fgure will be
calculated for each BESS.

Savings achieved were proportional to
the increase in solar self-consumption.

The factor driving these savings was the
difference between the price of energy
purchased from the grid (22-27 c/kWh) and
the price paid for energy exported to the grid
(6-12 c/kWh). All participants were on a fat
tariff. Alternative tariffs (e.g. time of use or
demand tariffs) may increase the savings and
reduce the payback period for BESS owners.

Based on the savings calculated for
each BESS, the payback period for all
BESS was greater than 10 years (note: all
homes were on a fat electricity tariff).
This is longer than the warranty period for
the systems. This long payback period is a
deterrent for many interested in purchasing
a BESS and is refected in the current slow
uptake of residential BESS. However, BESS
prices are predicted to fall over the coming
years which will make BESS a more attractive
investment. A recent study by AECOM for the
Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA),
concluded that by 2020, BESS will have a
payback of less than 10 years. ARENA predicts
a 40-60% price reduction for certain battery
technologies by 2020. This is supported by
Bloomberg’s research which suggests lithiumion battery pack prices are predicted to drop by
75% by 20302 (see Figure 4).
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2. Liebreich, M Bloomberg New Energy Finance Summit, New York, 25 April 2017

6.4 BESS suitability
factors
A number of factors were found
to improve the payback period for
installing a BESS.
The household attributes found to
infuence BESS payback included:
•

number of people in the household

•

annual energy consumption

•

energy consumption outside of solar
hours

•

PV size

•

difference between the primary tariff
electricity price and the solar feed in
credit; and

•

ability and willingness to shift load.

Based on this, a BESS suitability tool has
been developed and is shown in Figure 10.
The more your household attributes fall to
the right side of the scale the more likely a
BESS is a viable option (i.e. has a shorter
payback period).
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Figure 10
BESS suitability indicators
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6.5 Change in customer load profles
due to installation of BESS
Customer load profles have been generated
for four of the households participating in the
trial. These were selected because they give
a good cross section of customer types and
illustrate the variance in impact of installing a
BESS. The charts show the energy profles pre
and post BESS installation.

How to read the profle charts
The solid line shows the median usage profles and
the interquartile range (25th – 75th percentiles)
is shown in the shaded area. Profles in green are
the pre installation profles and blue represents
the post BESS installation profles. The energy
provided from the BESS is also shown.

Box 1 - Mid consumption customer
Energy from grid

PRE- BESS INSTALLATION

Pre BESS installation
Post BESS installation
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Summary
•

Pre-BESS, this 5 person home had mid-high consumption
from grid

•

Post BESS, grid reliance is greatly reduced, with some
demand still remaining during morning peak.

e,

•

BESS is typically empty by 6 pm.

~

•

PV export has almost ceased, self consumption has
increased

•

Lower than average bill savings due to lower than average
PV export/higher than average consumption during solar
hours.
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Box 2: Diligent BESS user
Energy from grid

PRE- BESS INSTALLATION

Pre BESS installation
Post BESS installation
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highlighted by the inter quartile range

•
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consumption outside of solar hours.
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00:00

04 :00

Box 3: Mid-high consumption customer - kids at school during day
Energy from grid

PRE- BESS INSTALLATION

Pre BESS installation
Post BESS installation

Site #
Consumption

0
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12:00
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Export
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People in household
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Changed pool pump times from
night time to daytime, changed
Behaviour change
downlights to LEDs, and installed
ceiling fans
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.2 0 :0 0
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Bill impact
Energy from BESS

.........
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04:00

08 :0 0

12:0 0

16:00

.2 0 :0 0

•

Pre-BESS this 4 person home had mid-high consumption
from the grid, with signifcant morning and evening peaks.
This is a household with children at school during the day

•

Post BESS, grid reliance has signifcantly reduced, and BESS
is able to reduce evening and morning consumption by 5075% on most days

•

PV export has been signifcantly reduced, particularly before
12 pm

•

BESS is typically full by 12 pm and solar PV resumes
exporting to the grid

•

Higher than average bill savings due to higher than average
consumption outside of solar hours. The drop in the middle
of the day in the BESS profle is due to switching times of the
pool pump.

00 :00

Box 4: Mid-high consumption customer - kids at home during day
Energy from grid

PRE- BESS INSTALLATION

Pre BESS installation
Post BESS installation

Site #
Consumption
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Mid-High

Export
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Home during the day
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Behaviour change
PV self-consumption
Export
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Not a lot, most change was done
before BESS to soak up solar

.........
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Summary
Energy from BESS
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12:00
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•

Pre-BESS this 5 person home had mid-high consumption
from the grid, with signifcant morning and evening peaks
and consumption throughout the day. This home has young
children who are home during the day

•

Post BESS, grid reliance has signifcantly reduced

•

PV export has been signifcantly reduced

•

Daytime usage results in the BESS getting full less often, or
later in the day. BESS is able to support evening peaks and
typically lasts until 10 pm. Higher than average bill savings,
due to higher than average consumption outside of solar
hours.

00:00
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6.5.1 Household behaviour changes after installing BESS
Around half of households (7 of 15)
demonstrated energy usage behaviour
changes as a result of installing the BESS.
Those who changed behaviours were
distributed evenly across the six brands of
BESS indicating that willingness to undertake
changes in energy usage behaviour were a
function of the household rather than the
type of BESS installed. Refer to Figure 11 for
reported behaviour changes.
Figure 11

Interestingly, most homes had already
implemented energy usage behaviour changes
in response to having a solar PV system
installed. For example, households had shifted
loads like pool pumps and hot water systems
to operate in the middle of the day to use solar
PV generation.

“On the days when someone is
home, we try to use energy in the
afternoon, when the battery is full.”

Reported behaviour changes

“We try to make the battery last in
the evening.”

Number of households

3

2

1

0
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Make battery last the evening

4

Encourage energy use when BESS is full & starts to discharge

5

Energy effciency actions - LEDs, ceiling fans

6

Running appliances at night - dishwasher & washing machine

7

No change

8

Solar soak - changed pool & hot water to charge in daytime

9

Key fndings

How will customers use BESS?
•

The main driver reported by trial
participants for getting a BESS was
fnancial savings.

•

Maximising self-consumption of solar
generated electricity was the main
beneft identifed by participants from
having a BESS.

•

•

BESS uptake is currently slow due to
high BESS costs. The costs of the BESS
in the trial varied between $1300/kWh
to $2300/kWh (includes installation,
inverter, battery management system,
additional management software and PV
rectifcations).
Once the BESS were operating, all
households experienced reductions in
their electricity bills. However, based on
the savings calculated for each BESS, the
payback period for all BESS was greater
than 10 years (note: all homes were on a
fat electricity tariff).

•

BESS payback depends on a number of household
attributes. A number of factors were found to improve
the payback period for installing a BESS. These include:
•

number of people in the household

•

annual energy consumption

•

energy consumption outside of solar hours

•

PV size

•

difference between the primary tariff electricity price
and the solar feed in credit

•

ability and willingness to shift load.

•

BESS prices are predicted to fall over the coming years
which will make BESS a more attractive investment with
some studies concluding that by 2020, BESS will have a
payback of less than 10 years.

•

BESS changed customer’s energy load profles.
Electricity drawn from the grid and electricity exported
to the grid were both markedly reduced. The four
profles presented showed the variance in impact. This
variance can be explained by the different household
attributes. In addition, around half of homes (7 of 15)
made energy usage behaviour changes as a result of
installing the BESS.

For consideration and feedback
How will customers use BESS?

1. Do you think that the BESS suitability tool
covers the main factors that infuence the
payback period of a BESS for a residential
customer on a fat electricity tariff?

2. What is the likely forward price projection for BESS?
3. How can we estimate BESS uptake?
4. How will tariffs infuence energy load profles for
customers with solar and BESS? What tariff(s) should
be included in the next phase of the trial?
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Should an incentive be offered
7 to customers who install BESS?
7.1 Overview
In this section we will explore the value to the
network of BESS and how this could translate
to a customer incentive. In particular, we are
exploring the benefts of BESS (and demand
response from BESS) in reducing peak
demand and peak export.

Installing BESS does not completely
remove network peak demand. As with
Energex’s PeakSmart air-conditioning
program, it is the few times a year when
there are peak demand events that
represent the window of opportunity
for demand response.

7.1.1 Case study: BESS support on
peak demand days
During 2017, there were two signifcant peak
demand events:
1. Wednesday, 18 January 2017 – system peak
of 4702 MW recorded at 5.10 pm (maximum
temperature of 35°C was recorded at 2 pm);
and
2. Sunday, 12 February 2017 – system peak of
4617 MW recorded at 5.10 pm (maximum
temperature of 39°C was recorded at
12 pm).
Figure 13 shows the proportion of household
load between 4-8 pm, that was provided by
either the BESS, solar or the grid on these
days. In the case of DC coupled BESS, due to
the metering confguration, the proportion of
solar and BESS cannot be seen separately.
Figure 13
Proportion of support provided to 14 trial households
by BESS and solar PV on peak demand days
Proportion of peak time load (kWh)
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Each BESS was set at 80% DoD. The maximum
useable capacity that could have been
provided was 35kWh across the 5 AC coupled
system and 69kWh across the 9 DC coupled
systems (refer to Table 5). Based on Figure
13, it can be seen that only 26-63% of the
maximum useable capacity was provided by
the BESS3.
Table 5:
Aggregated maximum useable capacity (kWh)

Useable BESS
capcity
Inverter size

AC coupled
BESS
(5 systems)

DC coupled
BESS
(9 systems)

35kWh

69kWh

5kW (solar)
3 - 5kW (BESS)

4.6 – 5kW
(BESS)

Tariffs (e.g. time of use or demand tariffs) can also be
used to induce pre-charging behaviour. However, the level
of network support available from BESS through a tariff
approach is limited by the household load. This is due to
the load following algorithms of the BESS management
systems. However, direct demand response from BESS can
access all of BESS storage, regardless of household load.
The trial includes AC and DC coupled BESS. In the case of
the AC coupled BESS, the rate of support provided is the
sum of the BESS and solar inverters. Whereas for the DC
coupled sites, the rate of support is capped by the BESS
inverter size. As a result, AC coupled BESS can provide
more grid support if required (within the constraints the
export limits set in the network agreement).
Figure 14
Proportion of support provided to 14 trial households by BESS and solar PV
on peak demand days
Aggregate peak time load (kWh)

This difference between maximum
possible support and what was
provided represents the opportunity for
demand response.
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This difference between the maximum possible
support and what was provided was largely
due to high household load on these days
and, hence, the BESS were not fully charged.
Less support was provided by the BESS on 12
February 2017 compared to 18 January 2017.
This was due to higher household loads on 12
February 2017 and hence BESS were unable
to fully charge. On this day, the majority of
BESS were depleted between 5 and 6 pm. See
Figure 14.

Using demand response, grid support
can be optimised. For example, BESS
could have been pre-charged and
discharged fully during the peak period.
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3. Maximum support that could have been provided is the sum of the useable capacity for all BESS. Useable capacity for each BESS is BESS capacity x 80%

7.2 BESS impact on peak export
Networks around the world with high levels
of penetration of solar PV have found overvoltage issues towards the end of Low
Voltage (LV) and High Voltage (HV) feeders,
particularly for overhead lines. This can
result in customer enquiries as over-voltage
can cause solar PV to trip off. Energex
receives around 40 solar related voltage
enquiries each month. These enquiries lead
to investigations which may then recommend
works to mitigate the over-voltage.
Overvoltage issues are typically driven by a
combination of peak export from solar PV and
low load conditions.

Figure 15 compares the aggregated export
duration curve for the trial households pre
and post BESS installation. It was found that
post BESS installation; export to the grid
was reduced. Peak export is also reduced
signifcantly (around 20%). There are seasonal
differences between the pre and post BESS
installation datasets and, as such, these results
are indicative.

Figure 15
Aggregated Peak Export Duration Curve (pre and post BESS installation)
Demand (kw)
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7.2.1 BESS impact on grid export load profle
The export load profle for the trial sites was
aggregated and is presented in Figure 16. As
expected, export is reduced after installation

of a BESS. This is particularly pronounced
during the morning as the BESS is charging.

Figure 16
Aggregated grid export profle pre and post BESS installation
Load profle (kW)
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Whilst, the 5th percentile export is reduced,
it is not reduced by the same amount as the
median. Experience in Europe has found that
curtailment of solar PV export, for around 5%
of the year, provides the opportunity to double
solar PV hosting capacity on the distribution
network4.

20:00

00:00

BESS inverter settings or tariffs could also
be used to reduce peak export. However, the
localised nature of these voltage excursions
is incompatible with a broad-based tool such
as tariffs or BESS inverter settings. Demand
response can provide a localised solution,
provided network conditions are measured at
suffcient granularity.

Peak export could be reduced further
using demand response. For example,
the BESS could have been charged at
a slower rate, or export curtailed during
the middle of the day.

4. The pathway to integrate 100% RES into Distribution Networks, EWE NETZ GmbH, Marcu Merkel, Eurelectric Conference, Brussels, 28/11/2013
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7.2.2 PV export ramp when BESS is full
During the trial, it was observed that once the BESS were full, solar export commenced
immediately (see Figure 17). So whilst BESS have the potential to reduce peak export,
this would not be the case if the BESS were full prior to midday.
Figure 17
Example of grid export ramp when BESS is full
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Key fndings

Should an incentive be offered to customers who install BESS?
•

Generally, the deployment of BESS reduces
network demand, including demand between
4 to 8 pm.

•

On peak demand days, the BESS only provided
26-63% of their useable capacity to support
household loads during 4 to 8 pm. This was due to
the BESS not fully charging during the day due to
high household loads.

•

This difference between maximum possible
support and what was provided represents the
opportunity for demand response. Using demand
response, grid support can be optimised. For
example, BESS could have been pre-charged and
discharged fully during the peak period. As with
Energex’s PeakSmart air-conditioning program,
it is the few times a year when there are peak
demand events that represent the window of
opportunity for demand response.

•

Peak export was reduced after installation of a
BESS by around 20% when comparing pre
and post BESS installation export. Demand
response provides an opportunity to reduce peak
export further.

•

Tariffs (e.g. time of use or demand tariffs) can
also be used to induce pre-charging behaviour.
However, the level of network support available
from BESS through a tariff approach is limited
by the household load. This is due to the load
following algorithms of the BESS management
systems. However, direct demand response from
BESS can access all of BESS storage, regardless
of household load.

•

As expected, export is reduced after installation
of a BESS. This is particularly pronounced during
the morning as the BESS were charging.

•

During the trial, it was observed that once
the BESS were full, solar export commenced
immediately. So whilst BESS have the potential to
reduce peak export, this would not be the case if
the BESS were full prior to midday.

•

Different BESS brands were observed to
behave differently and exhibit different load fows
between the grid, solar and BESS. This is likely
to be due to differences in the BESS
control algorithms. The impact of these will be
explored further.

For consideration and feedback

Should an incentive be offered to customers who install BESS?
BESS have inherent
network benefts, in that
they reduce peak demand
and peak export. Demand
response provides an
opportunity to increase
the network benefts of
BESS, for a small customer
impact (i.e. 3-5% of time).

1. How could you convert these benefts into a customer incentive? What
additional beneft does demand response provide?
2. What minimum level of control do distributors (DNSPs) need to have over
solar PV and/or BESS in order to enable the connection of higher levels of
solar PV and BESS?
3. If an incentive was offered to customers who install BESS, what eligibility
criteria should be used? For example, only offer incentive in: areas with high
solar PV penetration or areas with high evening demand or both? Overhead
areas? Only for BESS that are AS/NZS 4755.3.5 compliant and have an
Energex Demand Response Enabled Device (DRED) installed?
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Explore coordinated and
8 standardised demand response
8.1 Overview
In this section we will explore the value of
coordinated and standardised demand
response to the network in enabling more DER
to be connected to the network. Preliminary
insights from both the Residential BESS Pilot
and Market Based Battery Trial are presented.

8.2 Standardised demand
response
The AS/NZS 4755 framework is the frst standard
in the world that covers demand response of
multiple appliances including hot water systems,
air-conditioners, pool pumps, energy storage
systems (ESS) and Energy Inverter Systems (PV
Inverters – under AS/NZS 4777.2). Standardised
demand response enables coordination of
different appliances, regardless of manufacturer.

8.2.1 Market Based Battery Trial
To be eligible to participate in the Market Based
Battery Trial, all BESS had to comply with AS/
NZS 4755.3.5 (as self-assessed by manufacturer).
Manufacturers achieved compliance by using a
demand response controller built into the BESS.
Four of the six BESS types have provided demand
response in accordance with AS/NZS 4755.3.5.
Energex is working collaboratively with the
remaining two manufacturers to assist in meeting
the standard.
During the trial functional tests were conducted
on each BESS. During these tests, signals were
sent to the DRED connected to the BESS. The
DRED translated these signals into Operating
Instructions (OIs) and relayed these to the BESS
Demand Response Controller (DRC), which then
executes the appropriate Demand Response
Mode (DRM).
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Figures 18 and 19 show the results of these tests
for an AC coupled BESS and DC coupled BESS.
These results provide insights into how the BESS
import and export rates can be altered. It also
highlights how the BESS confguration affects
demand response. When applying AS/NZS
4755.3.5, a grid interactive port (GIP) is defned.
This is the reference point from which demand
response is measured. For the AC coupled BESS,
the GIP is located upstream of the BESS inverter,
whereas for DC coupled BESS, the GIP is located
upstream of the combined BESS and solar PV
inverter. The demand response provided from an
AC coupled BESS is therefore different to that
provided from a DC coupled BESS.

Figure 18
Demand Response: AC coupled BESS
Functional test: AC coupled BESS
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Figure 19
Demand Response: DC coupled BESS
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8.3 Coordination of demand
response
8.2.2 Residential BESS Pilot
Three different systems were installed at
the Energex Rocklea EsiTrain site. During
the trial, Energex successfully engaged
with three BESS controllers, including
Reposit, Sunverge and Future Point. Two
of the systems were only controlled via
an Application Programming Interface
(API)5 to their management platforms
and one system was controlled via an
API and also using a AS/NZS 4755.3.5
compliant prototype DRED. See Appendix
D. As outlined in section 5.3.5, AS/NZS
4755.3.5 provides a set of standardised
Demand Response Modes (DRMs).
These were used as the basis of the DRM
control message sent to the third party
APIs and DRED. To date, the end to end
process has been successfully tested
with Sunverge and Future Point APIs and
DRED. Energex is continuing to work with
Reposit.

Working with different third party
BESS applications has highlighted
the need for standardised demand
response communication protocols.

As outlined in section 4.1, the Distribution Management
System (DMS) is the ‘brain’ of Energex’s control centre
and collects and displays near real-time information
on the state of the network. In 2012, a new load control
system (LCS) was developed to replace the existing LCS.
This new system is compatible with Energex’s PowerOn
Fusion DMS and SCADA system. New functionality of the
LCS included the ability to be able to send load control
commands directly to SCADA points.
The DMS is able to identify network constraints at the
11kV feeder level. This information is then used to develop
a targeted LCS log which specifes the demand response
required (e.g. on/off for pools pumps and hot water
systems or reduced consumption for air-conditioners) and
duration. The LCS allows for system operators to manually
issue a load control schedule or uses a pre-set schedule.
The DMS also contains network connectivity information.
This is an important consideration when coordinating
demand response, as the premises connected to a
network element (e.g. 11kV feeder) change depending
on the network confguration. Geofencing provides a
common location protocol and avoids the transfer of NMI
information. Geofences could be used to defne where
demand response is required, however these would
change depending upon the network confguration.
Another important consideration for coordination
of demand response is scalability. In some instances
demand response may be required for a whole region
or just a LV circuit of a distribution transformer. The
DMS is well placed to coordinate demand response,
as it has access to near real time data on the status
of the network, including network connectivity and
confguration. However the DMS’s visibility is currently
limited to identifying constraints at the 11kV feeder level.

The scope of the Residential BESS pilot was to
explore how Energex’s DMS could communicate
to third party BESS applications.
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5. When a company offers an API to their customers, it just
means that they’ve built a set of dedicated URLs that return pure
data responses—meaning the responses won’t contain the kind
of presentational overhead that you would expect in a graphical
user interface like a website.

Only one-way communication was demonstrated during
the pilot, whereby the demand response required was
communicated to a single BESS. Further investigation is required
to determine what information is required in the future.

8.4 Aggregation of demand
response
The LCS enables Energex to aggregate demand response from
connected customer appliances using AFLC. Demand response
is aggregated and delivered at the zone substation level.
LCS logs are written for each zone substation, with different
channels controlling different appliances.
The LCS does not provide individual address information,
instead information is sent to an entire zone substation
area. To realise future load management objectives, more
granular addressability may be required (e.g. 11kV feeder,
distribution transformer).

8.4.1 Residential BESS Pilot
A number of applications have been released to the market
that also enable aggregation of connected customer
appliances. During the pilot, Energex worked with three of
these to understand how LCS logs could be communicated
to third party applications and thus enable these parties to
aggregate and deliver demand response to the network.
Energex’s DMS is hosted in a secure environment. In order
to adhere to the security requirements of this environment,
a standard building block was developed to transfer data
between the secure environment to the corporate environment.
To demonstrate this end-to-end capability, an approach
was taken to restrict development effort and utilise existing
components where possible. This included the conversion of
the LCS log extract to a DRM control message. Details of the
DRM control message were then extracted and used to build a
HTTPS request using REST. Using HTTPS, the request was sent
to the third party Application Programming Interface (API). On
receiving a DRM control message an application then verifed
the fle using the certifcate that pairs with the private key used
to sign the DRM fle. The API then implements the DRM control
message. Three factor authentications (user, password and
tenant code) were provided by Sunverge to allow access to
control the BESS system.
To date, the end to end process has been successfully
tested with Sunverge and Future Point. Energex is
continuing to work with Reposit.
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Key fndings

Coordinated and standardised demand response
•

Demand response (in accordance with AS/NZS
4755.3.5) from several different brands of BESS
was demonstrated.

•

The results of these demonstrations provide
insights into how the BESS import and export
rates can be altered and importantly how the
BESS confguration (e.g. AC versus DC coupled)
affects demand response.

•

Working with different third party BESS applications
has highlighted the need for standardised demand
response communication protocols.

•

The DMS is well placed to coordinate demand
response as it has access to near real time network
data and network connectivity and confguration
data. However the DMS’s visibility is currently
limited to identifying constraints at the 11kV feeder
level.

•

A standard building block was developed and
demonstrated that enabled the LCS to send a DRM
control message to a third party API. However, the
current cost for this bespoke solution is high, as
there are integration costs for each new entrant.

For consideration and feedback
Coordinated and standardised demand response
During the trial, a standard building block was
developed and demonstrated that enabled the LCS
to send a DRM control message to a third party API.
In order to avoid bespoke development for each
third party, an application (e.g. DERMS) could be
developed to advertise, via an API, demand response
required (mode, duration, location). Accredited third
parties could access this API, aggregate demand
response from their appliance feet and then report
back on demand response achieved.
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1. Is this proposal feasible? What are the benefts/
risks?
2. Currently the DMS is able to identify network
constraints at the 11kV level. Does the DMS need
additional functionality to identify network
constraints at a more granular level? If so what
level (e.g. LV circuit level)?
3. The LCS currently aggregates demand response
at the zone sub-station level.
Should demand response be aggregated at a
more granular level? If so, what level? And why?

Appendix A:
Customers participating in trial
Market Based
Battery Trial

DC Coupled

AC Coupled

Zen

Zeco

Modern

Lumiere

BYD

Panasonic

HH1
PV: 5.5kW
BESS: 9.6kWh

HH4
PV: 3kW
BESS: 7.2kWh

HH7
PV: 5kW
BESS: 12.8kWh

HH10
PV: 5kW
BESS: 12.8kWh

HH12
PV: 6kW
BESS: 6kWh

HH15
PV: 4.5kW
BESS: 5.3kWh

HH2
PV: 6kW
BESS: 9.6kWh

HH5
PV: 6kW
BESS: 10.8kWh

HH8
PV: 3kW
BESS: 9.6kWh

HH11
PV: 5.8kW
BESS: 12.8kWh

HH13
PV: 5kW
BESS: 6kWh

HH3
PV: 5kW
BESS: 9.6kWh

HH6
PV: 5kW
BESS: 7.2kWh

HH9
PV: 5kW
BESS: 9.6kWh

HH14
PV: 3.2kW
BESS: 6kWh
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Appendix B:
Single line diagrams
DC coupled confguration
This is the monitor being
requested to be installed as part
of the BESS installation
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Note 1: Connected upstream of BESS Disconnection Device.
Note 2: Connect network monitor neutral to RCDBO neutral if it is present,
otherwise connect it to mains neutral bar.
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GIP:

Grid interactive Port (Refer AS/NZS 4755.3.5)
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Note 1: Connected upstream of BESS Disconnection Device.
Note 2: Connect network monitor neutral to RCDBO neutral if it is present,
otherwise connect it to mains neutral bar.
GIP:

Grid interactive Port (Refer AS/NZS 4755.3.5)
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Appendix C:
Residential BESS Pilot confgurations
Technical specifcations – Tesla Solaredge
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Technical specifcations – Sunverge
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Technical specifcations – Redback
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Appendix D: Overview of Communication Scenarios trialled
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For further information
Contact
Energex Limited
Joanne Hamer/Vanessa Swinson
Phone: +61 (7) 36645762
Email: batterytrials@energex.com.au

General enquiries
www.energex.com.au
custserve@energex.com.au
13 12 53 (8am to 5:30pm, Monday to Friday)
13 14 50 Telephone interpreter service

Cl Follow us on twitter.com/energex
I] Like us on facebook.com/energex

GPO Box 1461 Brisbane QLD 4001
26 Reddacliff Street Newstead QLD 4006
www.energex.com.au
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